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THSBEHAVIOR OF STATIONARY WIRE ROPES
IN TENSION AND BENDING
~-----,-~~~--~-~-~~--_.~ .
I. SYNOPSIS
This experimental investigation of tbe behavi.,~
af wire ropes in tension and bending was undertaken with
a view.te measuring their strengths and the stresses 'pre-
duced in them under load ,a.nd to compare these values with
those given by the several formula.e in common use. A total
sf 7 tension and 28 bending specimens were tested over
sheaves of four diameters. The ropes selected were 1 iD.
in diameter, hemp center, and the tests included studies
ef regular and Lang lay ropes, of 6 x 7 and 6 x 25 construc-
tion, preformed and non-prefortmed types, and two different
grades of steel. Important results are contained in the
curves for less of strength in bending and for the variation
in modulus of e1asticlty of the rope under prestressing,
while a comparative summary 'ls given of stresses and
" \
strengths as observed and as calculated b~ several formulae.
II. INTROD'OOTIOlf
Ever since wire rope was first produced in the
early part of the nineteenth century, with a view to ob-
taining high strength combined with flexibility over
1.
2.
3.
A program of tests' of repesover sheaves was accord-
ingly laid Gut I and a means devised for measuring the stress
in any of the outer wires of the reps ~ :Fer comparison pur-
poses a tension specimen of each type of rope was needed,
and further stress observations were taken on these. Because
Gf the need in certain stress for.mulae for a value ef the
lnedulus sf elasticity of the rope as a whele, numerous Qbser-
'vatiens of this property were made, and this determinatien
seon became one of the majer branohes of the investigatien.
Censiderable data have been collected also on the un't.wlsting
effect in wire ropes under tens ion, on their shrinkage in
di$.meter as theIr hemp centers are consolidated, and en the
coefficient (Df frictIon between rope and sheave.
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IV • THE PROBI8M
1. Review. Probably the first and simplest formula
which was derived tor the purpose of expressing the stress
ina wire rope bent over a sheave was the Reuleux formula,
(1)*
...
I
'Whicb was derived from the expression for bending stress in
a slightly cUrved beam; by substituting in place of the
diameter of the red.acting as a beam, the va.lue d, the
diametet- of ane wire (presumably in the (f)uter layer) used
in the rope. D is the diarreterof the sheave arid E the
modulus ot elasticity of the wire, generallY taken as around
28,500;000 Ib./in.2 Thisfcnnula is given by R.C.Strachan('7i1"*,
by F.O .Carstaphen (1) and by numerous other writers.
. .
It was soon found t~at,thi~ formula gave-values of
the stress tar too high to be. practical, in many oases even
exceeding the ultimate strength of the wire fol:' small sheave
stees. AOOCDrdingly attempts were made to· modify the formula
by empirical and semi-empirical means. Mr. Strachan ('7)
qustes S; .Hardesty as being the originator of the formula,
~----,---~~--------~---------~---------~-------------~--------
* A list of the symbols used in the va-rious formulae and
their definitions has been a.ssembled in AppendiX I.
** The numbers in parentheses refer to references oonta.ined
in the Bibliogra.phy•
d .t =E U Cos a 008 b
.r
where (~ .is the angle a helical wire makes with the axis of
the strand and'b·is the angle a strand makes with the axis
of the rape.
Chapman (9) further modified this by expressing the
formula as
(6)t: Er ~
l' =E ~ C0S2 a oos2 b (3)
which gives values for the stress l.wer than the preceding
f'ermu1ae.
Leffler (5) gives a.n empirical modification of this
formula as adopted by the New York Central Railroad in 1928,
f. ~ E ~ cos2 a C082 b· ( 4)
Carstaphen (1) makes mention of an empirical f'srmula
01' even simpler form,
1'= O.44E 6 (5)
although it is net mentioned on What test results this fo~ula
is based.
The preoeding formulae have all made use of the modulus
of elasticity of the Wire, and the tendency has been to reduce
the abnormally high stress values by some coefficient. J .F.
Howe (3) in 1918 suggested that instead of this, the praper
value to use in a formulaetthe general typegivenabeve
was the modulus of' elasticity of the rope as a Whole, Er •
This gave
81' as it is ofte~ used
t =E ! (6a)r Dl
where Dl is the diameter of the sheave- as measured to the
center line of the rope. This formula gave values con-
siderably lower than Chapman's or Hardesty's, when using a
value af -i2:-·000,OOO lb,/in~ as the moduluS of elasticity
ef the repe.
In 1933, F~C.Carstaphen (1) approached the problem
from an analyticti.l standpoint, and on the basis of a wire
rope consisting of a double set ot open-coiled helical
sPrings, in turn bent aI'rr>und a constant radius, arrived at
an expression fer the loss of strength af a wire due to
such bending,
6.
p;: Tr(d t )4 E G
16Rrl [20(1+Si~oc)+E C082 oc:]
(7)
Where P is the loss in strength of a particular wire
d' is the diameter of the wire in question
E and G are its modulus of elasticity and shear
respectivelY'
R is the z-adius of the sheave measured to the center
line of the rope
1'1 is the re.d1u8 fromth$ center of the strand to
the center of the wire in questien, 01' in the
case fit the central wire ot a strand, from. the
center of the rope to the center f.)f this wire
and cc 1s the angle measured from the perpendicular to -
the aXis tQ the tangent to-the center line of the
wire.
7.
E
"G "is given as ~l+jAr' where p is Poisson's· Ratio.
The total less ef strength in a rope was the value of P multi-
p:\.ied by the number of wires, or if the rope consisted of a
number of layers of different sized wires, a value of P was
computed fer each layep and multiplied by the n~ber of
wires of that size in the layer~ If a value of the bending
stress were desired, this ceuld presumably be obtained by
dividing P by the net area of steel in .the :roPe ~ Aooording
to, the published repf)rt, this formula "takes into account
the diameter sf the Wires, the rope, the radius af curvature,
the angle of lay, the modulus of elasticity in tension, and
the modulus Qf rigidity, thereby differing from fonnulas here-
tofore proP0sed". A very few test results were reported at
the time, Whi,ch seemed to support this method of computing
less of strength. How well the results obtained in this
present investigation agree with this formula may be observed
in the tabulations that fellew.
Any efthe preceding formUlae for bend:1ng stress, f,
may be adopted to give lOBS 0 f strength or ultimate strength
in bending, S, by inserting them in the general form of the
8:: A (t-t)e.
where A is the net area of steel
(8)
t is the ultimate unit tensile strength of a wire
and - e is the efficiency of the repe in plain tens ion.
)8.
This expression is given by C.D. Meals (1) and others,
us ing as a value for r HOwe's fermula (6a) above.
Meals fUrther developed",s.n equation for the strength
of a wire rope in tension, from whiohthe effioienoy e may
be computed,
S =N cos b (f 14 81 cos3 ai)1 .
where N is the number of strands
J4 is the number of wires of a given diameter in
one layer
&1 is the strength of a wire in the i'l"'th layer
ai is the angle of pitoh of the wires in the i-th layer.
and n is the number of layers of wires in a strand ..
The Bureau of Standards report on tensile strength
ef wire ropes, by Griffiths and Bragg (10), gives both Equa-
tion (9) and an empirioal, formula for tensile load based en
the minimum results of tests carried out by them, as
Lead • C x 75,000 n2 (10)
where D 1s the diameter of the cable in inches
and C is a constant fer various construotions as fe1l0ws:
t 0.9 to 1.1; mean about 1.0 fort plow steel 6 x 19
o.a to 1.00; mean about 0.8,5 for plew st~el, 8 ~ 19
and cast steel 6 x 19
0.3 to 0.45; mean about 0.35 fer> tiller %'Ope 6 x 42
and gu'1 rope 6 x ."
Mr. Carstaphen's formula (1) for the tensile strength
,ot a repe is given, on the assumption that slipping does not
occur between the straight and ourved wires, as -,
"here
s =cos (a+b) A t
s
f S is the ult:1mate strength of the wi~.
(11)
9.
....
The formulae given above for stresses and str~ngths
in bending and in tension are but a few of the many which
, '. ,4 .",. ·-t~_-:,'."" •
can be found in engineering literature. ·Theseparticular
o~es have been chosen as representative of current usage
a~dthe range in values given by them demonst~te clearly
the uncertainty that still exists aste the ultimate effect
. of b.nding. stresses on the strength of & wire rope. Each
0f these formulae has been applied to the wire ropes used
in this investigation~ and a table of the results is in-
cluded in the summary at the close of this report.
2. Tbe Present Methed of Attack.· The most IGg1cal-------;,.;;;,.,;;.;;;;.;;...;.;~-- ;
way in which to determine the bending stresses in wire repes
and their lessef strength.? seemed to be a series of tests·
on ropes on which the stresses could be measured by some
standard extensometer. Fortunately such equipment was avail-
able in the form of four Huggenberger tensometers, Which
"
c0.uld be meunted on individual outer Wires at different
Points aretmd the sheave ~ F;t"G,m t,hesereadings unit strains
. .
were recerded d1l'ectlr,by multiplying by the pre(1eter.mined
~!onstant fer each instrument.· Te convert .these valuaste
unit· stresses, it was necessary to draw up frem auxiliary·
samples of tbe wires used,stress-stra1ncurves for eaoh
size of Guter wires encountered. From these curves the eb-
10.
served strains could then be readily transformed to their
corresponding stress values, thus giving values of the
stress in the outer wires at any point along a sheave or on
a straight tension specimen.
This same principle is made use of time and time
again in laboratory work on mild steel specimens,. where
extensometer readings CiJf strain below the elastic limit
are multiplied by 30,000,000 lb./in~ to give the stress at
these points. The difference lies in the fact that steel
such as is used in wire rope manufacture d"es not :bave a
sharp,. well'!"'defined elastic limit, but rather is heat
treated ,With tae .result that the stress-strain curve shows
a prepertional limit around 40% of the ultiinate strength •
. Furthennore ~ in the tests to destruction, strains were re"",
corded on the ropes in most cases up to about 90%. ot the
ultimate lead, tbe uniformity of the stress-strain curves
of the wire even at these high loads permitting such read~
ings toee made with considerable accuracy.
On the tension tests, a means was sought to determine
the medulus of elasticity of the rope as a Whole, in addi-
,. .
tio1'l to the stresses 1~ individual outer wires. .One of
the' most satisfactory methods in use in the past has been
described by Q.P.Boomsliter (19). He empl0yed an 8 '-n.
Berry strain gage reading 'in holes on bra.ss rings ssldered
to the rope. Considerable difficulty was encountered by him
due to tbe untwiE,lting effect of the rope under lQad causing
11,.
arrers in bis readings. In order to adopt this method to
use in the present tests ,and to minimize such errors, it
was deoided to use a 10 in. Whittemore strain gage, With
gage holes located en balf-inch square brass lugs, curved
te tit the rope; and s01eer,ed toltiln this way, the ten-
dency of the ring to tear away as the rope shrinks undel'!'
load is eliminated. 'fo o0mpensate for twist, twe·sea1es
reading to htmdredtbs of an inch were placed 10 in. apart
..
Qn the rope, and read with the vertical hair of a surveyor's
transit; the proper correct ions to the measured gage lengths
were then computed after the canpletion of' the test. The
stress-strain curve 81' tho rope eeuld then be rea.dily drawn
and tho modulus .r elasticity ebtained in the usual manner.
The tests reperted by Mr. Boomsliter show quite defi-
nitelythat the modulus of elastioity of a wire rope, es-
pecially one with a hemp oenter, is a very variable quantity,
and t~nds to increase as the number 01' loadings inoreases
and as the stress to Which the rope is loaded eaoh time is
raised. FeDI' example, he gives the following results for E
as measured by the Berry strain gage on the first, fourth
and seventh app1ioations at 10&d to a 6 x 19 cast steel rope.
Diam. -
1 in.
li in.
Breaki~ Loa.d
69;~SO
109,000
E1 lb./ln~
6,000,000
'1,'700,000
. 2
E4 lb./in.
16,800,000
15,600,000
2E'1 1b./in.
14,100,000
1'1,400,000
In view of' these results, it wa.s decided to· investigate
mere tully this. property ·ot hemp center wire ropes· With the
12.
10 inch strain gage, and to lead each tension specimen
seven times to appNXimately 50%ef its ultimate load,
taking read ::Ings on the fi~st, third, fi fih and seventh
loadings. As the tests p~ceeded,'it was found advisable
to observe also the second leading. All bending specimens
~.
were similarly loaded seven times before finally fracturing
them, both to insure conditions similar to those in their
cempanien tension specimens and to work the individual wires
so as to eqi1a.lize the stress in them, as indicated by the
Huggenberger tensameterreadings.
V. PROGRAM OF INVESTIGATIONS
Be cause of the' large number of variables inv0lve(j
in an investigation of this nature, it was decided to re-
strict as many attheea as possible, and confine the study
tG) a determination ot basic relati$nships. Fer this reason,
the size of the rope to be tested was set at l' in., since
this was the minimum size on which the outer wires extended
aleng the surface far enougb to admit. attaching-a, .!iuggenberger
tensometer on Q ha.1f-i~ch gage length. Similarly" a rope
witb anemp center was sele~t.d as being more typical than
ene with an independent wire rC!>p8.center, and leas likely'
te be cenfusing in any analyses.
The variables to be investigated were: 1) Sheave
diameter. Four values were selected', 18 ·in.·, 14 in." 10 in.,
....------.
and '7 in., all mea.sured· at the rest of the groove. 2) Con-
u.
·'ruotl D.
• N t.,t.d.
e z 25 1. ,
t e z" nd 6 25
tb 1:11» aN l11u t ted ln
rd1Da17 6 z 0 1:ruotlon wlth
tNo1;t
1. 'f
1][ till 1"
.. --Diameter Diameter --.<
Wi add
8) Lal. 1;
••• t7P81 a
8,1
eiv a, r urt
regular. 1&7 LaDs 1&7
ill t d in Pla.2.
t e It
pea .ere inoluded.
In regular 1&7 r812et1
REGULAR LAY ROPE
1 and
t tb peead
t wi
t t Itrand -1n t
l1e 1 to
LANG LAY ROPE
t :T
oppo t at
th t tbe outer
. rope.. 4)Prefo~. Beth preformed and non-preformed
14•
.A
types were tested. By' pretorming is meant the process of
manufacture by which beta wires and strands are given an
initial helical curvature as they are formed. This precess
will be described in detail in succeeding paragraphs.
5) ~ade (£)1' steel. Tne majority of specimens tested were
of cast steel, of the grade produced by almost all wire
rope manufacturers, with a specified ultimate strength ef
205,000 to 220,000 lb./ in~ A few tests were made for
cerrela'tion on specimens of plew steel, with an ultimate
strengthot 235,000 to 250,000 lb./in~
rive speoimens constituted a set. Of these one was
a .. tension speoimen, '4ft. 6 ins •long , and' four were bending
specimens, 7 ft. long, for the four sheave sizes. All the
ropes were socketed by means of molten zinc in forged steel
.pen sookets, and the abeve dimensions were all taken from
inside to inside of sockets. These sets were numbered and
are tabulated belew witbl a description efthe!r properties.
No.ef set Description
1 1 in. , 6:x7, Cast, Reg. lay, Non-preformed
2 1 in. , 6x'1, Cas t , 'He~. lay, Preformed
9 1 in. , 6x25, Oa8.t, Reg. lay, Non~prefonned
10 1 in. , 6 x 25, Cast, Reg. lay, Preformed
15.•
No.of set Description
11 1 in., 6225, Cast, Lang lay, Non-prefo med
12 1 iD. , 6X25, Cast, Lang lay, Prefonned
13 1 in. , 6x25, Plow, Reg. lay, Non-prefonned
For c;ieterm1nlng the pays ical properties of the wires
which made up these repes, ,tensile tests were made on ten
samples .1' each size of wire -entering each construction, .
betb @f cast and plew steel~ These sizes were as'tel10WS,
the number ef wires being the number in one strand:
Fer'S x 7 construction:
1 CGre wire
6 Guter wires
0.115 in.diam.
0.105 in.diam.
1 cere wire
6 intermediate wires 0.068 in.diam.
6 tiller wires
12 Guter wires
0.028 in.diam .
0.065 in.diam.
Observations were taken on these singl. wire specimens of
proportional limit, ultimate strength, modulus of elasticity
and location of fracture, and an average stress-strain curve
plettedfer each size up to about 85% of tbe ultimate strength.
A~erage values of these observatiens were used for determin-
ing the physical constants of the wire, and the prebable
error from this mean was noted.
16·.
In·the tabulatiens above. use has been made 0f cer-
o •
tain abbreviations, which ha.ve been carried in general
throughout this report. "Reg.'· and "Lang" stand fer regular
and Lang lay oonstruction; "Pre ~ II and "Non-pre." as they occur
at ti~esstand. fer prefonneQ and non-preformed. II Cast" and
."PlGW " refer to the grade of stee lused . A few other points
of terminol0gT might be noted here. By the term "modulus"
or th,e letter E is meant modulus of elasticity,While "Prep.
Limit" or "P.L." stands for proportional limit. The latter
abbreviations occur only on curves, where the space for
lettering is limited. Lastly, the term" cableD has been.
considered synonymous with "wire rope", and the two have
been used interchangea.bly ~ "Cables" a~ generally con-
sidered to be stationa.ry installations, while "ropes" gener-
ally are capable of motion.
VI. f4ANUFACT URINO PROCESS
The varic>Us manufacturing processes and machines
used in the produetion of wire and wire r0pe have been·
rather fullY described' elsewhere, nQtably by Garstaphen (1)
and Meals (1). The precess is red uced.;p,ssentially to three
steps; first, the draWing andtreatlng of the wire; second,
/
. .
the spinning of these wires into a strand ot the des ired
size and cQnstruction;and third, the closing of several
. .
strands around a hemp er wire rope center tofom a wire
rope. It .is during this last step that the ropescare p:re-
formed, if so desired, so that the wires and st~andsare
pe n nt17 deto d nd lle In tb tlnl bed rope 1t
t ndeney to unrav 1 r kink. 1 d serl
c! 11luat t d in t cc paD71ng phot g pbs.
Pig. :s 108 -up t lars vertical 01 sing
o in at the po1X1t Ix are d raWl1 t rough
17.
18.
t 8 ~14 lilt t
the1r 1&7 lot 11e4 bJ'
e tlDl8 4 rope. Por t l'JIl-
18 rotated In the reverse d11'80-
a baek tum to m1n1Ja1a tb ua-
tl D. t t tb
rope n7 tit, a
the Pe
1 LaDs 1&7
t1on, the apo 18 II"
tte nt.
,
t 1. and t t u. In
I.".
•
l'1 .".
l... ..:.- ~ ~
I19.
repla.ced by one on which 'are mo.unted three small sheaves
fer eacb strand. These are placed as shown in tee figure
and the strands threaded arQund them so that a helioal
,
peX'manent set is imparted to them. This set is noticeable
• i \
in the section of the strands juSt as they enter the alcs-
ing die. The proper position of the small sheaves must be
determined very exactly in oreer tbat tho helix be of tke
exaet size required fer ferming the desired rope. In pre-
forming Lang lay rope's, these small sheaves are replaced
. .'
by spiral Boles through \\!lhicta the strands are drawn, to
eliminate the tWisting a.ctien to Which this type is subject,!
The difterences in paysieal properties of the rope imparted
by this preforming process are noted and described fully
in later secti·ens of this report.
VII. TESTING APPARAT IE
All specimens both in tension and in bending were
tested in a 300,000 lb.Olsen·s testing machine, which has
recently been calibrated to 200,000 lb. a.nd 'found to be
.correct within 1/4 of 11'".
Fer the tension tests, the sockets wer~ passed threugh
the lieles intb8 two·beads of the machine and secured by
steel plates, in Which 1 3/4 in. boles Rad been drilled to
receive the socket pins. Brass gage pQints for the WhitteJ-
more ga.ge were cut fr0m a section. of 1 in. brass pipe, and
when properly uleaned with emery paper we!"e soldered to the
20.
rope. In all cases but the first test, where six g~ge
lengths were provided, two gage lengths were used, direct-
ly 0pposite each other at about the center of the specimen.'
BY exercising pr~per eare in soldering only one of all the
brass gage points broke away in the eourse0f testing, n0r
was the fracture of,the rope ever traceable to heat treating
of the wires in the vlcinit~ of the soldering operations'.
For measuring the twist, two paper seales ,graduated to rif~
tieths of an inch were affixed to one side of the cable,
just under each gage point, by rubber bands, ano these were
read to one one-hundredth ot an inch on the vertical hair
of a. surveY0r's transit set up on a nearby table. The gage
holes in the brass plugs were als 0 lined up vertically With
this transit when drilled,
The attaching of the Huggeriberger tens0meters proved
to be th8 most difficult part of the tension set-up, as the
rope contracts an appreciable amount under load, causing
the gages te become loose ~ However after some experimenta-
tion, it was found that for regular lay rope a pair of ten-
'someters could be mounted oppesite each other on a standard
gage holder, such as is shown in Fig.5, and could be held in
place by ~onne,cting the far,$,nds ef the holder, by a shert,
streng spring. This a~allgement pr0ved very satisfactory
and gave cons lstently g00d'readingseven a.t very high loads.
For L&ng lay ropes this'device could not be used, however,
.. .'. . 0due to the fact that tho ,outer wires 11e at an angle of ~7
to the axis of the cable • ,Fer this reason the two tensometers
21.
,
ig. 5.
N .-ounted sepa tel,., on tw fittings specl 11,. built
bold t g ges at tbe required angle, as sb lso In
Ig.5. h re s very little dlfflcult,. encoum red 1n
g ttlng the gages to stay on th small lres of the 6 x 25
constructlon, and non at all tor th 6 x " ropes. eaSUrf/J-
nts t k n on 't13' t tb t nsl D 8pe cimena t th
dl eter betor loadlng and t ne rly tuli load, lth n
ordlnary pair ot slide callpers t to determin th d cr ase
•
In di ter under load.
T bending te ts required th construction or
specl 1 t sting rig, bo in Fig.6. The upper head or the
testing chine w s moved from its supporting columns,
and ac f th gon 11,. a Ira ork
con 1 ting ot t 0 15 in. chann Is, held v rtically in pl ce
b,. 1/2 in. Ided to tb lr nds and eparat d by a
81 t 2 1/2 in. wide. t the middl ot the top rao ot the e
ch nn ls lded two 8 mi-circu1ar bearing blocks, cut
t tit the 4 in. t el pin wbich served as an axle for the
22.
ft.
11 d t • a. to 8. through tb lot
, 1e ving the top If', over blch th
f the mount1ng of gage. be 1 r
t th r p p s ed do through t and the cleet
1d by pins in pI t to short ectlon of H-
Tb t 0 uob beams, ach ad ptable to t
1z , and th lr w b er furth r r 1nforoed b
8. 'fb1
n tb
be
nd
b
b v
23.
welded cover plates to prevent buckling. To thel(l)wer
face of thes~ beams were welded vertical steel pieces
which were in turn gripped 'bY the jaws of the testing
machine. This last weld was a 1 tn. weld, since it took
the full lead of abeut 160,000 lb. "ev~~ on1r 11 in. of weld.
'Rhe sheave at all times was free to rotate on its pin and
the pin in its bearing blocks, and fr@J1l the gage readings
it 1s believed tha.t very nearly the same stress was devel-
oped fn the rape on each side of the sheave at all times~
Tne four sheaves were machined from solid steel
platos 2 in~ in thickness, and in accordance With modern
practice, as noted by C.D.Meals(l'7),the greoves were made
1 1/16 in~ in diameter, and semi-circular to facilitate
measurements on the r0pes. A 4 in. diameter hole was cut
in the center of each sheave, and carefully machined so that"
the steel axle could be easily inserted by hand and gave a
snug fit.
It was decided to place the four Huggenberger ten-
someters available, one at the top of the s heave, one at
the 45° point, and one" at eaoh tangent "p01nt, s !nee a good"
average reading was required at tn8 latter point because of
the high stresses present. S.everal "schemes were tried f0r
holoing the gages in place, and at the"same time meetingtbe
problems CDf shrinkage of the repe ano sliding of the rope
"aleng the sheave due to tension. As finally worked ou.t, and
shown in Fig.'7, theapparatU$ consistea of twe slotted steel
rings whicn were slipped over the aXle on either side of the
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1 in th g ge gular lay ropes, d
IIp d throug t s wi 1 op , a. 8 in th figure •
T g g held finnly in pl c by taking up on th
tu buokl until t ppreciabl t nslon in th
spring on e1ther side, nd th g ge s fre to v l1ght-
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17 a1 ng tb st. v as t p It tob d. V noul 0 bi-
nationa or 1engtb 01' pring and 1 loops b1 d tbi8
pp ratua t be used OD all l' ur b av 1Z •
or tb Lang 1 7 r pes th rig used id ntioal
exoept tb t speol 1 bide" b d to be devised r r biding
t g g tlx d t 3'7°. If ot ld d
o natru ti , and in 1.8 oable,
ftS.8
t mi-tlexlb1e l"o4 protruding t e~ se tbe wiN 1 p8.
Altbougb it was a ratber delle te matter setting up tb gage
----_.__ .. --
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f r a test, this apparatus g ve consl t ntl7 g d results.
In ca s, the gages could not be s 1; dlrectly t the
t&J1gent polnts, • n trand ame t the surt c rig t th re,
nd ln thls c se they e set an th next trand a ve th
tangent poln and pulled down sligbtly during the te t.
Tbl MOV ment ot the gages at the tangent polnts amounted to
nearly l/t In. at full load.
On all the regular 1a7 ro~., an attempt ade
to valuat the bendlng .tre•• bJ' plain bendlng ta.t wlth-
out tenalon. lor thi p •• an aaxl11a17 r1& w dayl••e1,
• !Jl 11. and 0 1 ing ttl plat bo1tecJ t t
in l"l8 tal ltl to be "#7 ble. In tbl plat
)--,
2'1.
were drilled holes into whioh steel pins eould be inserted
to simulate sheave diameters of 50 in., 25 in., 18 In.,l4 in.,
i2 in., 10 in:, 8 1/4"in. and '1 in. A space Was left olear
"in the' oenter to allow placing on the cable a pair of Huggen-
berger tens·ometers, one on the compression and one on the
tension side, and the rope was bent over these diameters in
succession b1" hand ,While readings Were taken of the strains
set up. This apparatus wa~ inherently awkward ,and only by
averaging a great numberot. resUlts could' any definite trends
be established. The rig was not adapted foJ!' Lang lay ropes;
as the attachments necessary for holding the gages in plaoe
WQuld not fit in the apace allowed.
, Single wire testa were made on a 2000 lb. Olsen's
hand POW6X- testing machine t with specimens about 15 in. in
length. Fig.lO shows. two tensometers mounted on a wire
specimen for determining the stress~strain curve ..
VIII. TE&1! DATA AND RELATIONSHIPS
The large amOunt of data taken during these tests
does not, permit the inolusion of all the test results. Ac-
cordingly, an attempt has been made in presenting these data.
to foll.ow through the procedure in one particular typical
instance, giving all the resu1ts and curves obtained, and to
present the final results in the form of ourves tor all the
other sets of ropes. Particular exoeptions or variations
frem the typioal results are noted and in some oases 111u8-
trated.
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P1S.lO
1. ension Ife t. tJp1 1 set of urve was ob-
tain d in theee tests on et 112, a 1 In•• 6 x ., Cast, Regular
lay, Pref'onaed rope. 'rhe strain readi 8 on the rope as a
hol , corrected tor tWist, have been plotted in Pig.ll tor
the tirst loadlng. The modUlus i8 en to inc e rapidly,
reaching a value ot 11,"40,000 lb./l~ at the highest load
appli d, thls being 54~ ot the ultimate load. 'lbe orrec-
tion tor t ist takes the torm ot a subtraction ot a tew t n-
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thousandths of an inch from the measured ga.ge length, as
determined by the amount a ten-inoh gage 'length will elon-
gate w.hen one end is displaced: ,a known amount. This correo-
tion was seldom greater than one one-thousandth of an inch,
and a tabular form aided in making rapid corrections.
Similar ourves were plotted for the second, third,
and fifth loadings, While on the seventh loading the speci-
men was broken, giving the load-strain curve' shown in Fig ~12.
It will be noted that the modulus has been raised by these
repeated loadings to 1"1,140,000 lb.lin~
Fig ~13 presents curves showing the rise in modulus
ot elasticity With repeated loadings for all the sets of
ropes tested except Set #11. This was a 1 in., 6 :x 25 Cast,
Lang lai, Bon-preformed rope, and was tested for seven load-
ings at a load of 10,000 lb., 14~ of the ultimate load, with
a view to seeing Whether the same increase in modulus oc-
oured at working loa.ds as at relatively high loads. The
seventh loading was then continued to 35,000 lb., or 49%
of the ultimate, load, which was repeated until the eleventh
loading, when the test was carried to destruction. The
variation in modulus for this ease is shown in Fig.14.
Returning to Set /)2, Pig.l5 shows the load-strain
curves for the average at tWQ ind ividual wires, as shown
by the Huggenberger tensometers, for each loading. On the
first loading, both gages ran oft the scale before 30,000 lb.
was reaohed, but succeeding loadings show the wires to be
taking stress in avery unifonn manner.
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The transformation of the strains for the seventh
loading of Fig.15 to stresses was acc9mpliehed as explained
above by use o't a stress-strain OUM'e for the single wire.
Fig.lS shows the stress-strain curvef'or thi!! particular
size ~t wire, 0.105 in. diam., cast steel, Grade 3. This
curve will be discussed under tbe beading of ttSingle Wire
West Data", and summaries of the tests on all single wires
given. The results of tbis transfonnation are expressed in
the form of a load-stress cune, 'as shown in Fig.17. This
curve has been extrapolated to the ultimate load ,and it
will be noted that up to the proportional limit the curve
follows very closely the dotted line representing the load
divided by the net area of steel. This type of load-stress
curve is typical of all those obtained on regUlar lay ropes.
On Lang lay ropes, a different sort of curve was obtained,
as is illustrated in Fig.1B, for a 1 in. 6 x 25 Cast, Lang
lay, Preformed rope. In tbis case the stress in the outer
wires of the rope is oonsiderablylessened, and falls well
below the dotted line for load divided by net area tor the
greater partot the test, but pIcks up rapidly at the end.
A summary of the untwisting effect observed tor
every rope tested is presented in Table I . The values given
are in inches circumferential twist in a ten-inch gage length,
and th~ load to Which each loading was taket;l is also recorded.
Set #11 has been segregated, due to the method of testing
described above.
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Data on 'the shrinkage of ropes dU!) to consolidation
of the hemp core is aV~ilab1e for only a few of the s peci-
mens tested. These are assembled in Table II, the diameterS"
bel.ngrecorded to the nearest hundredth of an inch, although
reaqinga were made in each case to thousandths of an inch.
The inltialdiam.eter before testing is in each case the
average Qf the five specimens in the set.
The mamler of fracture otthese tension specimens
is worth noting" at this point. All the ropes of 6 x 25 con-
struction tailed gradually, snapping wires being heard in
the interior of the specimen at loads considerably below the
ultimate, in some cases as muoh as 10%. The 6 x 7 ropes,
however, oontained only one" core wire to a strand, of qUite
large diameter, and these ropes failedsudden1'1 without
warning. The difference between the fracture of preformed·
and non-preformed ropes is disoussed and illustrated in a
later section of this report.
The efficiency of' a wire rope in tension is its
Ultimate load divided by' the product of the net area by
the ultimate strength of the wire, the latter being the
theoretioal maximum load that a homogeneous rod could at-
tain. Values of the efficiencies obtained in these tests
are tabulated in theSumnary.
2. Bendi!il6.Tests. Set #1, a set ot 1 in., 6 x '7
cast, Regular lay, Non-preformed ropes, has been sele~ted
as typical of the bending test reSUlts obtained. Observe.-
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tlonswere made of the strains at the top of the sheaves
for the first, third and fifth loadinga, and otthe' strains
o . : .' .
at top, 45 point and the tW0 tangent points for the seventh
loading to de'struetlon~ The load-strain ourVes for these
loadings of the specimen bent over the 18 in ~ $h.eave" are'
shown in Fig.19. ··VerY s1ml1arcurves were obtained oVer
the other three sheave sizes • The transfer of strain values
to stresse,s as desoribed above was made for the seventh
loading, giVing the· set of load-stress ourves shown in Fig~
20. 'fhe next three Figures, 21, 22 and 23, show the 1oad-'
stress curves for bend 1ng tests of this set over sheaves of
14 in,; 10 in. and 7 in. diametersx-espectively. Flg~ 23,
that for the 7 in. sheave, is notable in that it shows a
.greater stress at the top than at the 45° point for a large
portion of the test. This situation is by no means unusual,
occuring in 10 cases out of the 28 bending tests made. The
significance of these curvesls discussed ina later section.
For comparison purposes, a typical set of load-strain
curves tor a Lang lay rope, that of 5.et #11, 1 in. 6 :x 25
Cast, Lang lay, Non-preformed, is shown in Fig.24,. for bend-
ing over the 7 in. sheave, and in Fig.25 the corresponding
loa.d~stress curve is shown.
'fhe method of failure of the bending specinens sup-
ports the observations dl"awn from the preceding curves that
the greatest stress occurs at the tangent points. With a
very few exceptions, all bending spec1rtlens failed at one of
tb tangent point.. If oDl,. exceptions re when tailure
oeo d t the ooat, whiob took pla tor on17 t 0 oi-
t #12.. 'lbe t ot Pigs. 26 and 2'7 bo
fa t olear17. ill trate t ditterence in tb
ot t lure ot preto d non-preto ropes. Pig .26
aular la,., Ilon-pretorme ,
S .1'7 18 t S t #10, tb. 00 traction oni,. pre-
Pig.S6 .2'1
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fonned. ':rne scattering of the wlresin the non-prefonned
rope upon fracture is notable, and the' relatively little
di sintegration of the preformed type. Also shown are figures
for ultimate load on. the ropes, showing the, decrease in '
strength as the sheave size decreases. In general two to
four strands were broken, and in only one, instance were all
six strands of the rope broken simultaneously.
The coefficlentof friction of rope on sheave was
determined in each instance by the formula,*
•
ftangent
ft,op
which was simplified'to
f top =e -1.5'71 f
ftangent'
,(12 )
(IS)
I -~
A table was drawn up, giving values of f for all values of'
the ratio of ftopto ftangent from .500 to .950. It was
then a simple matter to compute this ratio 'from the load-
str~ss curves and obtain the coefficient of friction directly.
Two values of the ratio were taken for each sheave size, one
below the proportional ltinit and one ve'l"'3' near the ultimate
load; in most eases these values were in quite good agreement.
The values of t for all four sheave si zes of each set were
then averaged f and the results tabulated in Table III.
The results of the plain ben.ding test Without tension,
in which the regular lay 'ropes ware bent by hand over steel
~-~--------~------~---~~~~---~--~~~------~--~--~---~~----~--~
* SeePoonnan "Applied Mechanics", Second Ed., p.132.
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pins, are represented typically by Fig .28 tor a 1 in. 6x 25
Cast, Regular lay, Non-preformed rope 0 - Each point is the
average 01' two readings on eaoh of four ropes., a total of
eight readings. For comparison purposes, Flg.29 is included
to show the same results for Set #1, 1 in. 6 x 7 Cast, Regu-
lar lay, Non-preformed.
A summary is presented in Fig,30of the loss of
strength in bending plotted against the ratio ot rope
diameter to sheave diameter at root f:or every set of ropes
tested. For Set #11, the tension test piece-failed in the
socket at 71,650 lb. without developing its full strength.
This _value has, in view of the relationships amply demons-
trated in ether eases, been raised to 75,000 lb. by shifting
the straight line to pass throUgh the origin, and the loss
of strength computed on this basis . Also included on Fig.
-30 is a curve -presented by A.S. Rairden (1) for tests on
S/S in. 6 x 25 Plow, Regular lay, Non-preformed ropes., With
the reciprocal of hlsordinate scale used in this plot.
The short arrows on this plot serve merely to identify each
point with its proper curve, and do not indicate that the
point itself has been moved.
"";
3. Si!;tsle Wire'1'est Data ~ A summary of test data
on the various specimens of .single Wire tested is given
in Table IV. On the basis 01' these results, an average
ultimat.e strength or cast steel used in these ropes was
I~
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2selected as 219,300 lb./in~, and for plow steel as 246~500
lb./in~ A value of modulus of elasticity of 26,500,000 Ib.in~
was selected as characteristic of both the cast and plow steel
specimens. Fig. 16 is an example of the average stress-strain
relation for the 10 samples of cast steel wire of diameter
0.105 in. As an example of the consistency of these data,
for the plow steel specimens, all had ultimate strengths with-
in 3.2% of the average value, While 95% had values of'modulus
of elasticity within 7% of' the average. The cast steel
showed similar consistency with minor exceptions, notably
the modulus values for the 0.115 in. diam. specimens •. Al-
though the diameters of all test specinens were measured to
one ten'!"'thousandth of an inch, the nominal diameters were
used in figuring net areas in all further computing, on the
basis that they represent an average condition of manufabture.
IX. DIsctSSION OF RESULTS
1. Tension ~ests. The most. important res""lts of
the tension tests on these wire ropes are expressed in .the
curves of Fig .13 for variation in modulus of' elastic! ty with
repeated loadings. .it Will. be noted that the 6 x "1 ropes
show values greater than the 6 x 25 constI'IJ.ction. Also the
Lang lay ropes shows. slightly higher modulus than do the
regular lay ropes, and the.preformed ropes seem to run higher
than the non-preformed tYI"8S·. The one plow steel specimen,
Set #13, bad a slightly higher modulus than its companion
cast steel rope, #9. The sharp1nitial ~ise in all these
curves after the first loadingls due to the large in1tial
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consolidation of the hemp center, and compacting of the
wires and strands.
:Fig. 14 tor Set #11 shows that at working loads a
rise in modulus does occur, but that the values are muoh
. lower, than when the loa.d is 1ncreased to about the propor-
tional limit. This is explained by the tact that at these
low loads the stress-strain curve is still concave upwards,
and has not yet become straight, at whieh point the modulus
is tor a time constant and has its maximum value ~ The rea-
sons for this initial curvature ot the stress-strain curve,
shown plainly in Figs .11 and 12, are 'discussed by Griffith
and Bragg (10). Their conclusion is that at low loads the
elongation under stress is not wholly elastic, due to the
presence of initial curvature in the strands a.nd wires from
the laying and a certain "slack" or curvature in the rope
itself. _The value selected -as the modulus for the specimens
at these low loads was the slope of the tangent to the stress-
strain curve at the maxiJilum load, which is in every case less
than that found when the load is further increased, indicat-
ing quite definitely that the rope had not yet at the low
loads reached a period of elastic behavior.
The tirst repe tested, of Set #13, was arranged With
three gage lengths on each side, and the readings on these
;' were averaged by pairs and the modulus of each pair computed.
/ The center set showed 'Valueso~ the modulus about 3% greater
than those at either end, and in the belief that this center
, value was more truly representative, all future tests em-
3B.
ployed only one pair of "gage lines located at the center.
of the specimen.
~able I on the untwisting effect on the various speci-
mens is useful for comparison purp0ses and shows the decrease
in twist ~itb repeated loadings. The preformed ropes in
gensJ!'al sbow less twist than the non-preformed ones, With
the exception 01' Belt #10, whioh is ~botit the same as Set #9.
The Lang lB.'1 ropes de not abow "any graate r untwisting than
do regular lay ropes; in faot, Set 1112, a Lang lay rope,
shows "much less twist than its companion specimen, #lO! It
must be remembered, however, that the ends of these specimens
were in a way restrained by the frictional forces acting on
the heads of the testing machine. 6 x 7 ropes seem to un"'!"
twist about as muoh aethe ax 25 constroction.
Similarly the data on the decrease in diameter 0"1' the
ropes under load, presented in Table II, are inoonclusive~
They do show, however, that a rope will aoquire a. per.ms.nent
deorease in diameter of 1 to 2% When loaded to 5Q% of its
ultimate load, and that the total decrease at fraoture is
around" 5 to 6% of the original diameter.
The load-strain curves for the indiVidual wires dur-
ing a tension test, Fig.15, mhowplainly that the first load-
ing tends to redistribute and equalize the stress in the
several wires," and bring the rope to an almost perfectly·
elastic state as concerns stresses -in these' wires. The fact
that the . curve for the seventh loading breaks away at exactly
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35,000 lb. load is indicative that the proportional limit
of some of the wires had been passed on preceding loadings,
and that these had become slightly strain-hardened and the
proportional limit raised accordingly.
The l.oad-stress curve for, the tension test of Set #2,
shown in Fig,l', is very instructive. Up to the proportional
limit, the curve follows very closely to the theoretical
st1"aight line for a bomogeneous bar of the sarre net area of
cross-section, Beyond this 'point there is a reverse curve
(although this is not in every case present), which when
extrapolated to a value of the load equal to the observed
ultimate load on the rope, shows a stress value ot 219,500
lb ./i~, which checks very well the average single wire
strength for this grade of wire, 219 ,300 lb./in~ Of course,
as always in extrapolating curves there is aehanee for error,
but as every curve showed this Ultimate stress to be very
, 2
close to 219,000 lb./in., these load-stress curves seem to
be veI"Y well established. An ~xplanatlon of the curvature
present ~s given undarthe disc1:1Ssion of similar curves for,
the bending speoimens. Aoornparison of Figs ,1' and 1$, for
a regular and a Lang lay rope, shows very definitely tne
lower stress present in the Lang lay c~bles ,espaeially at
low loads. In the case of Fig.18, the stress below the pro-
portionallimit is 0.803 times that given by the dotted line,
which we maY' assume to be that tor the regular lay rope, .
. . . 0Tb8oretical17 this factor should be cos 37 or 0.799, since
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the 0uter wires are inclined at 370 te theax1sof the rope.
Fo~ the other Lang lay rope tested, Set #11, the ratio ob-
tained Was 0.827,and this agreement with theoretical con-
siderations is within the limits of experimental error.
The d1 fferenees in load-stress ourves for the tens ion
tests otpNformed and non-preformed ropes are obscured by
the ip.c'1dental var'-ationm of each test. There seems to be
no appreoiable difference in the stress cQnditions for the
two ca.ses when loaded up to seven times, althougp some ten-
dency for a quicker equalization of stress in the individual
wires has been noted for the preformed type. The 6 x 7 ~pes
show a less steep load-stress curve than do the 6 x 25 COrl-
o ~ - •
struotion, indicating the presence of higher stresses , but
this increase' 1S in inverse proportion to the net area of
section and the above faots are modified only in this pro-
portion.
2. Bending Tests. The load-strain and load-stress
curves of Figs .19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 :tor the seventh.load-
ing of a regular lay rope, show very detinitel,. that the
maximum stress lies at the tangent point, Where the rope
meets the sheave, and that the stress decreases as we pass
up around the sheave to a minimum value at the top. This
decrease in stress along the sheave is accounted for by
friotional foroes, and is 'the basis for the determination
of the ooefficients of friotion in Table III. The ease of
Fig.23 is significant as indicating that at all but very
high loads the stress at the top is greater than at the 450
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point. Although this situation oecured in lOcases it
seems likely that the stress a.t top and 450 point for low
loads is not very different, and that differences in the
individual wires on whi"ch the gages were set account for
this seeming inconsistency. Only one gage was set at each
of these points, so no average could be obtained, whereas
at the tangent point much better readings were obta.ined
since the readings of two gages could be averaged. It might
be noted that in every case where at low loads the stress
at the top was measured as greater than at the 45° point,
the curves crossed and the situation was reversed before
the gages were removed from the rope prior to fracture.
Fi@l3o 24 and 25 show load-strain and load-stress
curves for a Lang lay rope over a ." in. sheave. These curves,
as in the tension test, lie to the left of the cQrrespondlng
regular lay rope curves, and show on an average" ao%of' the
stress values. Again the differences between etress condi-
tions in preformed and non-preformed ropes Was not marked
afte~ seven loadings, and "the 6 x"'" ropes showed stresses
higher than the 6 x 25 in inverse proportion to their net
areas. The plow steel speeimensshowed exactly similar ef-
fects, with loads and stresses raisedln proportion to the
ttltimate strengths of the single wires.
The striking similarity between the curves tor stress
at the tangent point over all tour sheave sizes and the corre-
sponding curve f'ortta6 tension test, led to the Plotting of
\.
these for Set #1" on the same ooordinates, as shown in Flg.31.
I ~
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All the curves are seen to coincide within the range of
experimental errors, and this was f:ound to be the case for
all the roP$S tested, although the agreement was not so
perfect tor the Lang laY' ropes. This demonstrates that the
'bending stress is not increased alte%- the rope is initially
bent over the Sheave, but that thereafter it behaves exactly
as in a tension test •.. :Bending over a given sheave then is
.
equivalent' to shifting the ourveof Fig .31 to the' right by
a constant amount, thus causing the curves to intersect the
vertical line representing their ultimate strength at suc-
cessively lower values of the load as the bending stress
inoreases. This fact served as a basis 'for a g~phical de-
termination of the bending stress, by extrapolating the
load-stress curve to the breaking loa.d and subtracting the
stress there observed from the known ultimate strength of
219,300 Ib./in2. Although this method is admittedly orude,
its aoouraoy in determining bending stress may be judged.
from the values recorded in the table on oorrelation of
bending stress formulae, given in the Summary.
The shape of the load-stress CUM'e in all cases is
essentially the same ~ We should nonna11y expeot this to
be a straight line for a homogeneous material, but in a.
~ompos itebod., such as a wire rope op.portunit l' is glven for
some wireS to Yield more than others and thus radlstribut~
the stresses in a strand. An explanation of the observed
fact that beyond the proportional limit the outer wires take
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more than their proportional share of the stress, as
shown by the breaking away of the curves to the right
of a· stI'a1ght line, is found in a tbeoretical amllysls
of stress distribution in a strand, presented by Grit'fith
aJld Bragg (10). They showed that the stress in a wire 01'.
a given ring is directly proportional to 00s2 ~, Qnbeing
the angle of lay of. the wires in tbestrand. The ratio of
st1'es$ in the outer wire to stress in the c9re Wire should
be therefore O!899, below the proPQl"tional limit. The inner
wires then start to yield first and .throw a' disproportion-
ate shareot the stress into the outer Wires, although the
absolute value of the stress will still be greater in the
tntariar. Th1s theory 1s supported by M1'.F"W.l)eck,. who
states (1), flIt is not the inner wire that tails to take its
full share ot the stress to prevent overstressing the outer
wires; it is the outer wires which are not stressed tully
to avo1d overstress ing in the inner wire". This is further
supported by the experimental observations that on 6 x 25
ropes snapping wiI-as ware invariably heard in tl:).e. interior
of a specimanat loads wall below the ultimate.
To illustrate the condition an exaggerated condition
was chosen, where the strain in the outer wire was assumed
as 0.74 times the stt"ain in the core wi zoe " Proper va.lues
of the stress were then selected from a typical wire stress-
strain diagram, and these were plotted against percent ot
total load, as shown in Fig.32, together with the average
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stress curve,wh1ch is a straight line as would be ex",:
pected. !tlesimilal'ityof the curve RIlrked trOuts!' Wire"
to the observed load-stress curVes is nGtable ,and for
comparison there has.been tncluded on this plot the results
of the tens ien test of the 1 in. 6 x 25, cast, Regular lay,
·Preformedspec1men. l:t is eVident,that'" the assumption that
the outer wire takes 74% of the stress in the core ,wire ,
below the proportional limit, that is toS&Y e5~ of the
avera.ge stress, was none too extreme. To test the ratio
of' outer wire stress to average stress in the rope f'or the
experimental ropes, Table V has been drawn up showing this
ratio, the average stress being given by a st1'aight line
connecting the or1g1n and the point of fracture. Although
these ratios vary considerably among themselves, they have
been averaged f'0r each set, and it will readily be seen that
tor all. the regular lay ropes the ratio is close to 80,%,
·while for the ];ang lay ropes it lies near 60%. These values
are vary nearly in proportion to the eosine of 3.,.,0, the angle
which an outer wire makes' w1th the axis of' the rope in Lang
lay construction.
The frictionef'fect on stress at the top of' the sheave
is well illustrated by the load-strain curves for .first,thlrd
and fif'th loadings of Fig.1S. As the stresses are all below
the proportional limit ,these are also load-stress curv~sto
another scale. upon relea.se of the load, the stress at the
top point remained constant until the friction load caused
by stretching the 'cable is decreased to zero and builds
up until sl1ppingooeured along the sheave in the reverse
direction. Thus this drop is a measure of twioe tbe fric,-
tional force present~ Similar curves for a Lang lay rope·
are shown in Fig .24, and show plainly an in1tial compression
on the first loading ~ This fact was observed on nearly
every one ot the Lang lay ropes, and on none of the· regular
lay ones, and 1s evidently not acoidental but is due to
poor initial stress distribution inherent to this type of
construotion. According to the above reasoning, a load-
strain ourve tor a loading previous to the seventh, should
show that the strains at the tangent points follow bae~
the original ourve as the load is removed, with no hYsteresis,
. That such is the case 1s shown in Pig.33, for the fifth load-
ing over a 14 in. sheave for Set #11.
Oomment might be made at this point on the values
given in Table III for coefficient of friction on the sheaves ,.
The value for regular lay ropes averages close to O.14,whlch
checks with a value assumed by Mr.Carstaphen (I) of 0.15.
For Lang lay ropes the value is raised too .3'7, due to the
fact that the inclined wires on the surface offer muoh
greater re's:1st~nce to slippage than do the wires of regular
. . .' . .. .
lay construction, whioh are parallel to the di reotion ot
motion.
The resultaof typical plain bending tests without
tension, as given in Figs. 28 and 29, are interesting in
that they show that the stress on both tension and compres ....
...~
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sionsides of the rti>pe increases nearly linearly wi th
the ratio of rope diameter to sheave diameter at root.
Although in every case the compressive stpess exceeded
the tensile stress, this is of little importance, as the
addition of direct stress in the fom of a pUll will de-
crease this and soon bring these wires into tension as well.,
When these strains are transformed intoo stresses, another
figure is obtained for the bending stress J and these re ...
sults have also' been tabulated in the table on bending
stress formu.lae in the S,UJ'lDTta17. The va~uestor the 6 x ."
ropes were muon higher than for the 6' x 25 construction,
and the method broke down completely tor the 6 x ." values.
However, the trend is n,otable, and, as has been shown pre-
viously, the loss of strength of a rope varies in exactly
this manner with the ratio of rope diameter to sheave
diameter.
The curves for 10s8 of 8 trength plotted against ratio
of rope diameter to sheave diameter are eVidently straight
lines pass ins through ,the origin, where ~he diameter is
infinite. Similar curves are presented by A.S.Rai.roen (1),
but ·emplol1:ng the ra't"io of sheave diameter to rope diameter
-
as .ordinate,s. The resldting curves are hyperbolas. It is
believed that inverting this rat!Q so as to give a straight
l1nerelationshlpis preferable beoatlSe it makes fitting
the curve to a number of fairly erratic points. a much easier
matter, and the chances for error are g~atest on the parts,
.~.
4'1.
of the line that represent the smallest sheave sizes,
. .
which would not be used 1n practice 6Jnyway. On a hyper- .
:.';".
bolic plot it is relatively diffioult to draw asymptotic
curves accurately and still tit the.exper1me~tal points
as olosely as possible, while on a straight line plot, the
origin is fixed and only one degree of free"dem lsallowed
in locating the curve.
The curved relationship ,shown for some of the s"ets
may very well be due to an inaccurate va.lue for the tension
test, which affects all the points, and is equivalent to
. shifting the curve up or down. Such a shift has been made
in the case of 8-et #11, where the tension specimen failed
at the socket at eo low a load as to indioate an actual in-
crease in strength over thelB in. and'14 in. sheaves were
this correotion not made.
It may readily be seen that the non-preformed ropes·
show a greater lose in strength in every case than the pre-
formed types. Similarly the Lang lay ropes show less loss
in strength than thai r corresponding specimens of regular
lay, due to the lower bending stresses present. 'rhere seems
to be very little difference between the reSUlts for the
6 x '1 and 6 x 25 constructions and for the cast and plow
grades of steel, when the loss is considered on a. percent-
age basis. "Considerable more data are needed before any
definite conclusions can be reached' on these points , howeve 1"•
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A third met.hod used in determining the bending
e-tress in the rope Is· to divide the loss in stai'ength by
the product of net area and eff'ie-1ency in tension, the
8enom1nator being the effective net area resisting bending.
The results are shown in the Summan to follow •.
X. SIGNIFICANCE OF RESVL'l'B
If·he most sign].tlcant results of the tension tests
on the various wire ropes studied are contained in the
plots for increase in the modulus of elasticity of the rope
as a whole with repeated loadings. In the past a value ef
12,000,000 Ib./in~ has often been considered the maximum
modUlUS Which a wire rope would attain, and this figure has
frequently been temed conservative when used in bending .
stressf'formulae. From the data presented here it may be
seen that one excessive loading up to about 50% of the
ultimate load will raise the modulus frequently above
14,000,000 Ib./in~, and even With working loads as low as
l4~ of the ultimate, ·a .definit,e increase in modulus occurs,
although it 1s PrQbable that the value would never reach as
'high a t':~~~ as wben overloaded once. For running ropes I
~
it is considered desirable to 'have til fairly loW modulus,
80 that the rope can "give'" and absopb some of 'the shocks
ofsudderi starting, while tor stationary installations the
reverse 1s true. In the case of suspender cables and guy-
work where accurate -lengths are needed, the value of several
1-4
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pre-stressings to a fairly high load may be verry plainl.y
seen. This procedure has been followed in the past, and
values for the modulus ashigb as 19,000,.000 lb ./in~ ba,ve '
been obtained on large suspender cables for suspension
bridges.
Of equal eignificanoe are the load-stress ourves
for' both tension and bending overspeaves. It has been
shown that the bending stress 1s not inoreased after the
rope is onoe bent~ver a sheave, and that thereafter the
rope at the tangent point behaves as if in pure tension.
The point of maximum stress has been shown to be at the
tangent point, falling oft to a minimum at the toP of the
sheave due to the 'frictional foreea acting. ProbablY' the
true pomt of maXimum stress is just slightly above the
tangent point, tor it takes a short distance tor the bending
stresses to Come into aotion and the friotional loss 1s low
at this point. The stress distribution in the strand i tsel1'
has been pointed out, and indioations are that the inner
, , .
wires take oonsieer;ably higher stresses than, the outer
..
wires 'at ordinary working loads. The beneficial effect of
Lang lay 'rope in reducing stresses in the wires both in
tension and in binding is notable, the reduction being pro-
portional to the oos ine ot the angle whioh the surface wires
make With the axis of the roPe, in this case' 37°. The prin-
cipal o~jection to the use or Lang lay ropes ,in moving in-
stallations lies in the fact that the onter wires are exposed
on the surfaoe for a much longer distance than in the case
~.
I
I
. so .. ···
~regu1ar- 1&,., andbence aft sUbJected to mucb .01"0 ...,..
A sreater tenaono7to kink and untw1st .Is; aUo& a~sadvaD­
otago of" ~bls t7Peotoable, a.n6t!1e ends mould. always be
r1g1dly·f1.od asa1ns't ro'ta-tlon.
lion. or' ~. tomulae <leal1ng with 14I"e t'OpUs ~Qke
into ilcceunt. PNfo1'lld.ng.. l~la· olpltlf)al'l't that tbesUJa-
l1Vilt7 or ult.s..te lo8a.a tor' the mpes't_te<t .•len te1.lowa
sbow$, tba'tthe preformed· ro-pes a.reabout 4: to G '$ Weaker
in ei;ra1,gbtton'lon due 'to t;be proCessot Utam..ltaoture.
ao.ver~ tbri,. are eboWD ~o "volop 19$0 loss of s~rel'lgtb
.ue 'to bend.1Dg, 1ll ~O_1mJ~oe8 b7. qldt·eapp'.No1\l.ble
amottllts .. Tbe initial etresnd1at'l'tbU'tlan .~ t:betn.
dlvldualwl1"$s of a preformed· rope doen nott Etoem to be
. , . .'. .
.~a'tlJ' b&P~ved over an,on..profot'!lt8d, but ~ilGt'O 1s . ,.
tendenc7 tOJ'"ad3ua~t and eqtuaU_tton or-e't1"CS$ to
, ..
oCOUP n".oM qu1okl7 tna pwlto~ speoimen. Tne moduluoet
. ' ,
e1astlc1t~ o.t ~ ~tOl'm04 ropes ae.e_ to ~.al18btl,.
. . . .,' . "-.
b~r tbantbat .ot tbemm....pro;fomed uJPGs., !!Ie 01\1• .-.
advantapato tb$ U!.m. of preformed 1'OPe:.·sttl1·..... to_
o. • • • •
tho ea.. tn. ~411ltlJb' cuttlng~' a.p1.1clna 't1'leJt. tb&elb'd.~
nation of ktnktng .to. a ·14rp eRent. and the_mer. wht.b
'they 'tend- ~o 1'ematnolosetl~ H",~",lWires aN b70k.n
JlBtbot-tban. bf'le~11ft8with Jfl8S8dend$ otW!N.·
Tne ·0'--'"8,$ roplo,. C'4 at't'en~ tN_r $b.,," am ot
~1'7 tMpo!'t9.llce. and anew and abIPl.-r method ot. Plo'tttras
these baa beenehowu. ~b. various features of ~bD.e tmpvee
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have been discussed above, but it is worth n'?ting here
that Mr. Rairdents curve based on tests of 5/8 in. wire
ropes does not agree with the results here obtained, al-
though a ratio of the diameters ha.s been used. This .leads
to the speculation that possibly the ratio of rope to sheave
diameter may not be the proper one to use in such a plot,
and indicates the need of fUrther experimentation on ropes
of different diameters to d1,scover Whether results on one
diameter can be transformed to another by a simple mti o.
XI. SUMMARY
Three tables are presented to summat-ize the wire
rope test results and the fonnulae wi ttl whieh they were
compared. The first, Table VI, presents seven bending .
stress formulae, and observea values obtained in most eases
by three different methods as explained prev1Qu~ly•. Values
which are tmderlined exceed the ultimate strength of the
wire, even with no load applied. The second, 'fable VII,
summarizes the values of ultimate load and efficiency in
t.ension as predicted by three fomulae, together With the
observed values. The third, Table VIn, presents similar
predicted values oftha ultimate load in bending over each
of the four sheavesizesoy twefot'l'llulae, and the observed
values for comparison.
Wbich of tbe three observed values of bending stress
is the nearest correct is a question to be decided. From
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the' foregQl1ilg discuss ion, the 11.mitatioRS of the plain
bending testwithout"~s1onan~ tR6 methed ~t extrapolat-
i.ng the load-stres$curve to the breaking point are apparent,
and the most logical method seems 'fsQ »e·the tlrstone pre-
sented .. that af atvlding the loss otstrengt-h by. the·
produot of net area by etticienoy in tension. Either on
this basis or by strUcing an average of all three methods.,
we must at once exolude all the formulae· but Mr. Carstaphen's
as giving values far too ~argefQr use on statloR8.ry ropes.
Although Carstaphen's formula rrequen~ly does not oome very
olose to .the observed Values, in View of the doubt as to
the aocuracy of thesela.tter figures, the cUserepanoy is .ROt
1ilsarly as large as for an~ ot the other formulae, and thi.s
equation, though unwieldy, gives results mostoC!mlparable
with the test data•
.For the tension test predictions., the Bureauot
Standards formula is samittedly based on m.1n1m.unl" values,
whieh are low. Mea.ls' formula givas values which are
t
slightly· too h.i~'J'.while Carstaphen's simple formula fits
the test data ~ery well on the average. AcCOrd1ng·to·th1s
latter formul~, all the ropes tested should show efficlen....
eles of 79.9%" whereas theavG.rage for the seven ropes wa.s
79.8%. Ql1;e thing, however, which the equat1oltld0eS ll€!>t
take into aC90unt is the sl1gb.t loss of strength cilia to
preforming.
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Predicted ultimate loads in 'bending could' be drawn
UP for any of the fonnulae listed in Table VI, but the
. - " .
last two only have been seleoted as giving possibly reason-
able values. Mr. Meals state s (1) that for his formula,
a modification of' Leffler's fomula., "for the lowerre.tios
D·· .
ot -, the error· is a maximum". This statement is fullyd '..
confirmed, and values of ultimate load over the 7 in. sheave
are tar too low,in one case even being a minus quantity.
Mr. Carstaphen's fonnula, being the one from Which the ex-
pression tor bending stress' was derived, misht be expected
ts' give equa.lly good predictions for strength, and observa-
tion will disclose that prodletions bassdon this tonnula
vary from the observed values in no case by -more than 14%,
in this case on thesaf'e side. The average error on the
unsafe side is only 2.5% and on the safe side 4.0%.
It should be remarked the.tall the fonnulae Which
have been found here to vary from the observed data have
varied on the safe side, and that the fonnulae which best
fit the data vary sometimes on the safe side but almost as
often on the unsafe side, although the percentage error is
very' small in comparison with all. the other formulae. Un-
doubtedly velocity and reverse bending affects theult1mate
load a.nd the bending stress adverselY,and until more tests
a.re m.ade of wire rope in motion \meier load,. it is prefer-
able on such installations to err on the safe side in stress
computat1ona.
..\ ......
X~ OONCLUSIONS
From a study -of the data ebtalned in th1.s 111-.
vest1gat10Jl, the f'ollowlngconeltlsl0ns have been drawn,
aPl>lylng to· statioJilary wire ropes with. hemp centers in
tension and in bending over sheaves:
l)'fhe modulus Qtelast1city of a.repe as a whole
was increased about'50%by one loading io 50~ of' the t.:llti-
mate load, and continued to r1se slow~y upon further repeti-
ti.ons ot the load. Even :f'orord1nary working loads such a
rise took place, but the values for modulus were only about
60 ta 70% of the values when overloa.ded by prestressing.
2) For tens1ot1 tests of regular lay ropes below the
proportional limit of the wires, the stress in the outer
wirescolneHled veryelosely wlt-h that' obtained by' dividing
the load by the 1I1et areaa,f cross-section.
3) Thevarlation ins-tress with load ter .ropes bent
over sheaves was&xaotly the same as tor the same ropes' 1.ri
tens10n, excep·t that a defln11Je beading s·tress, the magni-
tude of which depended 0n tkeslteave Size, was added at the
tlmeof bend1l1lg, and this €lid nat vary as the lQad inerea'Sed.
4) The JiA$;"xmum 'stress ln. a wire I"ope bent ever a
sl1eave 0<>.0Urreel a" er· ~d1ately a.bove the point o·t tan-
gency to the sheave, and the rope might be expected to 1""1'ao-
ture at this p01nt. The mbl1mmn stress1n. t11e1"0]>e aocurred
at the top ef the sheave.
5) Initial fracture in ropes of 6 x 25 construction,
and probably also in the ease of 6 x 7 coastruction, oceurretl
:in the interior wires-sf the strands. The stress 1n the
outer wires wa.s reughly olaly 80% of the averag(i s=tressove:r
the section tor regular lay ropes and 60~ for Langley ropes.
6) The per ~ent loss of strength ota rope bentov~r
a sheave varie.dlinearly with the ratio ofr$pe eli.amater t.o
sheave diameter at reet.
") The coet1'i,eient of friction or a regular lay rope
on a steal sheave was roughly 0.14, andot a. Lang lay Npe
roughly 0.37.
8) The stresses in the 0ute? w1resot a Lang lay rope
.were reduced in proportion to thecoslne 01' the angle 01' 1»-
clination with the.ax1s 01' the r~pe. a reduetiolil ef very
. nearly 20% for ordinary construction.
9) A preformed. reps showed less loss of strength in
bending oversneaves, but also about 5% lowex.tens1le atreIilgth
and eftic1~:ney than a. non-preformea rope.
10) The most s.atlsfactory formulae found f'Qr the pre-,
<UetloE. of bendiag stress, 'tensile strength ann loss of
strength dUll to' bend1ng. were those presented by Mr. C'ar-
st"'Phen .{l.).
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XIV. TABLES
ss.
12
9
·10
12
13
TABLE I
Untwistlag Effect ill Ten Inoh Gage Length·
Load Ne. ot Leading 7th and Final. LQading
Ibs. 1st 2nd 3rd 5th Load in Ibs~
35000 .11 .06 .05 .05 60000 .10
35000 .04 .01 .01 .02 57f>OO .02
35000 .08 .05 .06 65000 .12
40000 .15 .07 .08 60000 .13
35000 .08 .04 .05 .02 65000 .06
50000 .14 .08 .0'1 64000 .10
··Load· No. of Leading
Ibs. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th
11 10000 .03 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .03
11th and Fin.al Loading
7th 8th 9th loth Load in Ibs.
35000 .09 .09 .07 .08 65000 .13
•
TABLE II·
Deerease in Diameterot RQpes with Load
60.
Ave. Original
Set No. Diameter, ins~
IJ1ameter at Diameter:dur1:ng .
start ot· Final Fi:aaJ.Loading,1ns.
Load~ngJ 1n~. .Lead ,in Ibs:•.
1 1.01 60000 0.96
2 1.02 57500 0.9'1
9 1.02 68000 0.99
11 1.02 1.01 65000 0.98
12 1.04 1.02 65000 0.99
TABLE III
Coeffio1ents of friction
61.
Set No.
1
2
9·
10
11
12
13
Deserlp'tlon
6x7 cast, Reg., Non-pre.
6x? cast, Reg. , Pre.
Gx25 Cast~ Reg. , Non-pre.
6x25 Cast, Reg., Pre.
6X25 Cast, Lang, Non-pre.
6x25 Cast, Lang, Pre.
6x25 P1Qw, Reg. , Non-pre.
Ave. Coefficient
ot Frictien
.146
.156
.101·
.149
.348
.133
Ave.·Regular Lay 0137
,
-+
.370

'fABLE V
stre~s Distribution in St~and
Values of Ratio of stress in outer Wires to
Average Stress1n strand
1 6x7 cast, Beg. , No1l-pre.
2 6x7 C8.~t~ Reg. , Pre.
9 iX25 Ca~t, Bego, NGn-pre.
10 6x25 Ca~t, Reg., Pre.
11 6X25 cast, 'Lang, Non-pre.
12 6x25 Ca!3t~ Lang; Pre.
13 6X25 Pl~w. Reg., Nen-pre ....
'set Ne. Description Tension Sheave Diameter
Tes't 18" 14" 10" 7" Ave.
% % %. % % tfo
84.4 ·79.4 79.4 71.4 74.3 77.8
62.0 76.4 73.5 80.6 84.2 79.3
84.7 81.0 77.~ 90.9 87.0 84.3
82.1 90.7 81.4 88.5 92.3 87.0
68.1 56.8 53.2 56.4 50.4 57.0
63.1 62.8 57.7 83.4 47.3 62.9
80.5 80.8 76.9 83.6 90.3 82.4
Ave. Regular Lay 82.1%
·Ave. Lang Lay 60.0%
•
~--
TABLE VI Summary of Bendi1l8 Stress Formulae. All Stresses in Ibs./1n.2
18" Sheave
Observed
Speo. Formula Values
No. Desoription A 'B C D E F G X Y Z
1 ex? Cast,Reg.,Non-pre. 154580 139010 125010 83340 68020 85660 15690 11800 12300 65900
2 ·6x7 Cast,Reg.,Pre. n rt If n tr 94780 n 4490 14300 82100
9 '6x25 Cast,Reg. ,Non-pre. 95690 86060 77380 51590 42100 47600 6910 7550 19900. 22500
10 6x25 Cast,Reg. ,Pre. n It
" " "
48990 " 4520 20300 28200
11 6%25 Cast,Lang,Non-pre.
" " " " "
53030 6570 5700* 2100
12 6%25 cast,Lang,Pre.
"
It n
" "
50970 n 14780u 12000°
13 6x2S P1<>vr,Reg. ,Non-pre. t,
" " " "
52200 6910 15430 25000 21700
14" Sheave
19870 15570 15800 81800
,. 10170 17600 98600
8750 12510 21700 28400
"
7640 22000 36200
8320 8180* 7000
"
4800 0 -5800°
...
8750 17190 33500 27100
<J)
..
.
198750178730 160730 107150 87450 108500
. -
" " " " "
120050
123040 110650 99500 66340 54140 60200
" "
n n .. 6;a050
"
tf
" "
f,' 67170
·n It n
" "
64570
"
n n n
"
66130
1 6x7 Cast,Reg.,Non-pre.
2 ox? Cast,Reg.,Pre.
9 6x2p oast~Reg.~Non-pre.
10 6%25 Cast ,Reg. ,Pre•.
11 6x25 Cast ,Lang ,Non-pre.
126x25 Cast,Lang,pre.
13 6x25 P1ow,Reg.,Non-pre.
* On basis of Ultimate Load in 'Tension of 75000 Ibs.
o Fraotured at Sooket
TABLE VI (Cont.)
Speo.
No.
..
Description B
lot' Sheave
Formula
C D E F G'
Observed
Values
X Y' Z
1 ~:x:7 cast,Reg~,Non-pre~ 278250 250220 225020 150010 122430 147950 ·27090 22950 22200 104200
2 6x7 Cast,Reg.,Pre.
. :. . ; "
n
"
n 163700
"
13810 15100 133000
9 6x25 Cast,Reg~?NQn-pre. 172250 154900 139300 92870 75790 82100 11940 18000 23500 38400
91590 11340 10370* 10800
90170 11940
10 6x25 Cast,Reg.,Pre~
11 ex25 Cast,Lang,No:m-pre.
12 6x25' Cas't,Lang,Pre.
. ... ~
13 6X25Plow,Reg.,NQn-pre.
, :
" "
tt
"
n
t1 ,.
"
It
"
"
ft n· n
"
" " "
..
"
7" Sheave
84620
88050
"
"
14810 35600 50400
8990 10000
19540 29800 35700
9 6x25Cast,Reg.,Non-pre~ 246070 221280 198990 132660 108270 112900 16410
1 ex7' Cast,Reg,_ ~Non-pre. 397500 357460 321450 214300 174900 203440 37250
"
ff rt
"
n
"
n n
" "
" " " " "
" "
rr
" "
31220 28200
18470 24800
29290 31100 52500
22450 47500 72400
17890* 18800
13940' 21000
29500 45000 47400
"
12399016410
110350
121060
225090
125940 15590'
""""
10'ex25 Cast,Reg.,Pre.
. '. I ,. ,
11 6x2S Cast,Lang,Non-pre.
12 6x25 Cast,Lang,pre.
13 ex25 P1ow,Reg.,Non-pre.
A~' "'I'" ,
* On basis.ot: Ultimate Load in Tension of' 75000 Ibs'.
Legend
A
B
c
D
E
F
G
. TABLE' VI (Cant.)
Formula'
t=E.!!
. D
t &: E .!! cos a cos b
D
t =E ~ eos~a cos2b'
D
t II: ! E ! cos2a cos2b
3 D
t II: 0.44 E !
D
t III E !
r D
.' P II: --.;.Jt~(-=d;...t,&,.)4--::E:::;...-=G=-- _
l6Rr. [2G(l+ sin2«) +E 00S2«]
ud t II: I P
A
Observed Values
66 •
. \
X Loss ot.strength divided by A,£
Y From load-stress curve at breaking point
Z From plain bending test (Tension 'values) .
TABLE VII
'Summary of Predicted and Observed Values of Ultimate Load in Tension
1 ox7 Cast,Reg.,Non-pre.
2 ox7 Cast,Reg.,Pre.
9 6x25 Cast,Reg.,Non-pre.
10 ox25 Cast,Reg. ,Pre.
11 6x25 Cast,Lang,Non-pre.
12 6X25 Cast,Lang,pre~
13 6X2ij Flow,Reg.,Hon-pre.
Spec.
No. Description
Meals'
FOrJ»ula
Load iff Et-r. %
68240 83.2
68240 83.2
77940 85.2
77940 85.2
77940 85.2
77940 85.2
87600 85.2
Bureau of
Sta.ndards
Formula
63750*
63750*
63750
63750
75000
Carstaphen' 5 Observed
FOUla Values
Load Efr. % Load # Eff, %
65530 79.9 68350 83.3
65530 79.9 64750 78.9
73030 79.9 71900 78.0
73030 79.9 69800 76.3
73030 79.9 71650 78.5 0
73030 79.9 72000 78.7
82090 79.9 82850 80.6
* Using C = 0.85 tor 6x19 Cast Steel ropes
o Values should be 75000 lbs •. and 82.1% Etf. as explained in text.
Formulae: Meals S = N cos b (Ii S'! cos3 a i )
Bureau of Standards S· C x 75000 D2 (A minimum value)
Carstaphen S = eos (a + b) f s A
TABLE VIII
Summary ot Predicted and Observed Values ot Ultimate Load in Bendi~g over Sheaves
Spec.
No. Description
Meals' Formula
Sheave Diameter
18" 14" 10fl 7"
Carstaphen's Formula
Sheave Diameter
18"14". 10" 7"
. ·Observed Values .
·Sheave Diameter
18" 14" 10" 7"
1 6x7 Cast,Reg.,Non~pre. 41630 34520 22220 4940 62480 60920 58220 54420 64675 63500 61200 58625
2 6x? Cast,Reg.,Pre. 36740 29290 15400 Minus 58880 57320 54620 50820 63425 61750 60675 59300
9· 6x25 Cast,Reg.,Non-pre. 56300 52150 45000 34900 69020 68250 66920 65060 69425 67800 66000 62300
10 6x25 Cast,Reg.,Pre. 54600 50400 43200 3S000 66920 66150 64820 62960 68350 67350 65050 62600
11 6x25 Cast,Lang,Non-pre. 56920 52080 43720 31960 72260 71530 70270 68500 73050 72200 71450 68875
12 6x25 Cast,Lang,Pre. 55240 50780 43070 32240 69260 68530 67270 65500 67150*70425*69050 67425
13 6x25 Plow,Reg.,Non-pre. 66100 61400 53200 41700 79970 79200 77870 76010 77600 77000 76200 72800
.* Fractured at Socket
Formulae: Meals . E d'S • A (t - r ) e
D • d
Carstaphen P • ....Jr.~(.;;d_'....) 4--:E;.....;:G _
16Rrl [2G(l. s1n2 a.) '. E 0082«J
and S == St - !.!:
A
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APfE1IDIX- I
I
APPENDIX I
Detini~iQ!! 2! Symbol.s
a = the angle between the tan~ent to·thecenter line or a
wire and the axis of a strand, or the angle or pitch.
ai- the angle ot pitch of the wires in the I-th layer or a
strand.
1.
M = nwnber of wires o.f a given diameter in one layer' of
a strand.
P = loss of strength or a particular wire in bending•.
R = ra.dius of e'sheave mea.sured to.center line or th.e rope.
S • ulttmat~ load on a wire rope.
Si= strength of a "wire in the I-th layer at astrend.
a. - the angle between the perpendicular. to the axis of a
rope and the tangent to the center 1!'r16 or a wire.
£ = efficiency.of a wire rope in tension.
11 = Poisson's ratio, taken as 0.3,
11.
